We present a conservative consistency and recovery conlrol algorilhm for replicated files in the presence of network partitioning due to communication link failures.
1. Introduction
Background
A distributed database (DDB) consists of a set of logical data items stored at a set of sites interconnected by a communication network. The granularity of these logical data items can be a record. a relation, a file. etc. Without loss of generality, in the following discussion, we assume the granularity of these items to be a file.
To improve performance, data availability, and reliability, certain logical files are replicated at more than one site [9, 17] . A logical file is fully replicated if each site in the DDB has a copy of that file. While replication is desirable. it is impractical to fully replicate every file in a DDB [1] .
It is safe to assume that some of the files are partially replicated. For replicated copies, mutual consistency must be ensured. An update to a physical copy (or copy) of a logical file (or file) must be posted on all other copies of that file. The copies of a file are mutually consistent if whenever an update is performed on one of these copies, any oilier copy of that file cannot be accessed before it is also updated correctly. While preserving mutual consistency of a file is a sufficient condition for the correct access of that file, maintaining such mutual consistency while allowing updates to that file is difficult in the presence of a network partition. A network. partition occurs when the network is split into several groups of sites, such that sites in each group can communicate with each other but not with a site in anolher group. A partition of a DDB is a maximal subset of communicating sites in that DDB [.!Q] . Under normal operation. the whole'-D DB is itself a single partition. Some researchers have defined a partition of a DDB at the fIle level [15] . Under this model, two sites are considered to be in different partitions if the version -3-numbers of the two copies of a file f stored at these two sites are different. even if these two sites are physically connected. In this paper, we consider the partition at the site level rather than at the file level due to the following reason. By defining a partition at site level. only a simple data structure, namely, a connection vector (see definition in section 2), is required at each site to keep track of the current partition configuration of the network. Connection vector is not sufficient to represent the current partition configuration for all files at a site if the file level definition is used.
When the DDB becomes partitioned, unrestricted updates to the copies of replicated files can violate the mutual consistencies of these files. Therefore. a consistency control protocol must be enforced for access when the network. is partitioned. A recovery control protocol is required to reconciliate the DDB after the network: is repaired.
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve these problems and a survey is given in [8J.
They use one of the two approaches: the optimistic approach, and the conservative approach. An optimistic algorithm allows updates to occur freely in any partition. The mutual inconsistencies might be allowed during the period in which the network is partitioned. When the partitions are merged, inconsistencies are detected and resolved. Such algorithms are termed optimistic because it is believed that there will be only a small amount of inconsistency and it can be resolved inexpensively when merging. The inconsistencies are usually resolved by rolling bock (undoing) some transactions.
A conservative algorithm pennits updates to a file to occur in at most one partition (the _ _ _~m!!!!!.ajori~_p'artiJiQnkAlLother....copies-oLthaLfi1e-in_other_panitions-are_not-updated;-Such-aIgo,o--------rithIns avoid mutual inconsistencies at the expense of losing availability. The conservative approach has an appealing property that the recovery protocol is simple because no inconsistent -4-access to data can take place when the system is partitioned. The updates are propagated to the out-of-date copies. No roll backs of transactions are needed. The research in this paper contributes to the conservative approach.
Discussion of the Research Problem
The research problem is to find solutions to allow:
read access to the latest copy on all sites b) to determine a unique majority partition during multiple network partitions and merges in order to allow updates.
We attack the first problem by perfonning the merge of the copies of the file without violating the consistency as soon as two sites with different versions of copies can communicate. The detai1s are given in section 3. The second problem is resolved by using the idea [7] of calling the majority of lhe previous majority as the new majority. Of course any site can join the majority partition. The update access is restricted such that only the copies in the majority partition are allowed to update. It is possible that after multiple partitions, the number of siles in the majority (ofmajority)* partition may become too small (say below an unacceptable threshold). A solution suggested in [5] declares a tie among the sites in the last majority under such conditions. A new majority is established after a merge occurs involVing lhe sites in the last majority and the sites from the minority set Several options can be exercised to determine a unique majority. For ---example,-if-the-majorily-of-the-sites-considered-as-minorit:y-so-rnnnerge-wiIh-a-slte(s)ofUi"'e'Io.as"'----------, majority, a unique majority is established.
We discuss the research problem further in the following paragraphs. In a conservative algorithm, a group of sites is considered to constitute a partition if these sites can communicate
with each other and all copies of each replicated file at these sites are consistent. We can distinguish two types of file access: read-only and update. A replicated file is available for updates in at most one partition, the file's majority partition. Update access to that file in other partitions is blocked. However, read-only access can be allowed in all partitions using the correctness criterion of view serializability for concurrency control [4, 19] .
The availability of a file in a dynamically changing network depends on how we select the majority partition after the previous one is partitioned. In conservative algorithms, under some circumstances, a majority partition of a file may not exist For example, in the majority consensus algorithm[l8l, if the network splits into two equal size partitions, the majority partition is lost None of the partition can claim to be a majority.
To improve the availability of a file, two directions can be followed. The first one is to avoid losing the majority partition. The other one is to keep the size of the majority partition above a threshold, even if the majority may be temporarily lost in the hope that a larger majority partition might be formed due to other merges. We present example 1 to illustrate this point. In the example I, it seems that the second method is better than the first one. But if CDE exists for a very short period, lhen the first method might be better. Since future behavior of a system is difficult to predict, we cannot say which method is better than the other. But we have a choice here. This issue of choice is discussed further in the section 5.
Different proposals along !.he first direction have been presented in some recent papers. In the dynamic vote reassigrunent scheme [2] , each site can have more than one vote assignment.
____A""cces""'s_t.<La_fileJs_allo:wed...in...the.pattitioD_with-a_majority_of_votes:-To-reduce-lhe-possibility-o,ff---------losing majority partition. a site in the current majority partition can just autonomously increase the weight of its votes without requiring consensus of oilier sites in that partition. But notification -7- of such an increase to the others sites within its partition is required.
In the dynamic voting schemes proposed in [7] and [Ill, if anolber partitioning occurs in the majority partition of a file, among the resulling partitions, one containing more than one half of the copies of that file in the previous majority partition is accepted as the Dew majority partition of that file. Ifthere is a tie (the majority partition splits into two partitions, each with one half of the copies of that file in the previous partition), a predetermined linear order to the copies of a file, is able to break the tie [11] . Both schemes assume a connection vector at each site that reflects the current connectivity of the network:. Associated with each copy of a file. a version number X and a version vector V keep the slate information of that copy relative to the other copies in other partitions. One advantage of these schemes is that the cost of the file access is cheap, because the determination of whelher or not a site is in a file's majority partition can be made by consulting only the local state information X and V associated with the local copy of that file. No inter-site communication is needed.
The problem with both schemes is that after the communication link among some partitioru:
is repaired, they cannot always perform the merge (reconciliation) of these partitions to form a single partition TItis is because the merge leaves the newly formed partition in such a state that the local X's and V's can no longer provide the correct state information for the majority determination. A site can incorrectly determine, by consulting the local X and V of a file, that it is in the majority partition of that file, thus two majority partitions for a file might exist at the same time.
To illusttate this, an example is roven in Section 4._1JJ..e.refore,in..thesc...schemesltis.necessar:y_to, , delay the merge, even though the communication link is repaired, to avoid possible mutual inconsistency. However, there may be files that do not cause such anomaly after merge.lfthe merge were perfOimed. they would become accessible at more sites. There appears to be an undesirable phenomenon that the availability of some files is reduced by the consistency requirement of olhern.
Refinement to the above ideas have been proposed in [12.13] . These enhancements use simpler data structures. In [12l. the connection vector and version vector are not required as in [7] . Instead, an integer called update sites cardinaLity(SC) is associated with each copy, which reflects the number of sites participating in the most recent update to that copy. In [13] , the connection vector is not required, and a boolean vector called update sites vector(SV) is used instead of the integer version vector as in [11] . Even though simpler data structures reduce-the maintanence effort. the determination of whether or not a site is in a file's majority partition, both [12] and [13] require an extra round of message passing to collect the version numbers and SC's or SV's from all other sites with which this site can communicate. Here, we see a trade-offbetween spending less time to maintain simpler data sbUctures and taking more message rounds to make the majority decisioIL However, these refinements still do not allow arbitrary merge of sites. Even if physically connected they pretend that such sites are in different partition. In this paper several of these problems have been resolved.
We now present the details of our algorithm. by presenting the assumptions, definitions and data structures in section 2. The algorithm is presented in Section 3. Section 4 compares our algorithm with the algorithms proposed in [7, 11, 12, 13] . Discussion and some possible improvements are given in Section 5.
Assumptions, Definitions and Data Structures
Assumptions:
(1) All sites can detect netwoIk partitioning using some mechanism such as time out If the network: consists of k sites, each site will have a connection vector of k elements that reflects the current connectivity of the network. For example, if the network consists of three sites, S1,.5"2. $3.
the connection vector at SI with value <1, 0, 1> denotes that Sl is currently connected withs] but separated from S2" (Note that when we say "A is connected with B", we mean that A can communicate with B. A and B might not be connected directly.) The table of all connection vectors in the network is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. That is. the relation "is-connected-wirh" is an equivalence relation.
(2) Each site processes messages in a FIFO order relative to every sending site. There is no loss of messages between connected sites. All messages from a site arrive in the order as sent by that site. Messages anive without transmission error.
(3) The system nms a correct concurrency control protocol [3] that ensures the seriaIizability of transactions in each partition.
Data Structures:
Suppose that a file/is replicated at n sites. We associate a replication vector S and a linear order vector L with file f and a version number X, a version vector V, and a marker vector M with each copy of the file f. The version number X of a copy is an integer that records the number of successful updates to that copy. Since all copies of/in a partition are mutually consistent, the version numbers of all these copies are identical. The current version number of/is the largest version number of all copies off. isolated from Be since the version number X was equal to 2. In this case, the version vector at site C will have the same value as the V above. The version vector in site A will be V = <0,2,2>.
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The marker vector of a copy, denoted by
Each element mi has a boolean value of either T (indicating that the copy at site So is marked) or F (indicating that the copy at Sj is Wlmarlced ).
The X, V, and M associated with a copy are stored at the same site as that copy. Initially, X and all elements in V are set to 0; all elements in M are set to F (unmarked).
Majority Partition:
A copy is current if it is unmarked and its version number equals the current version number. Note that a copy will not be comidered current if it is marked, no matter what value its version number has. The majority partition ofjis a partition that either contains the majority of the current copies off. or contains exactly one half of the current copies off and one of these copies is higher. in the linear order off, than all other current copies of/in other partitions.
Our Approach and the Algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm that allows arbitrary merges while mutual consistency is still maintained. The data structures our algorithm assumes are a connection vector C at each site, and the five data structures S, L, X, V, and M introduced in last section associated with each copy of a file.
The algorithm consists of four major procedures, ISMAJORlTY, PARTITION, RESOLVE, and MERGE. It enforces that update access to a file is allowed only in the majority partition of ---"tIl"."tfiIe.1ifOcedure ISMAJORlTY detennines if a copy of a file is in the majority partition of that file, consulting only local state infonnation S, L, X, V and M associated with that copy. To access a file/. a site consults the local replication vector S associated withfto see if/is replicated at that site. If it is not, a remote access has to be performed. A site that has a copy off and is currently connected with the local site (by consulting S and C. the connection vector) is chosen to perform the access. Any remote access mechanism can be used here. If the local site contains a copy off. then ISMAJORITY is invoked to check if this site is in the majority partition off. If ISMAJORITY returns yes and the access is a read, the local copy is fetched. If ISMAJOR-ITY returns yes and the access is a write. then all copies offin this majority partition are updated (by using a concurrency control protocol). When a copy of a file is updated. its version number X is incremented by 1. If ISMAJORITY returns no. the update access is rejected. However, the read-only acesses are allowed to proceed on all sites. Procedure ISMAJORITY is given in Fig. 2 .
When a site detects a network partitioning, it calls Procedure PARTITIO"N.JOJD.o.difyJhe, ---, version vectors of those local copies of replicated files that are affected by this partitioning. Suppose k files f IJ2'···. It. are replicated at this site (without loss of generality. call it site A). Fig. 3 Procedure ISMAJORITY (assume invoked at sire A) lnpw : X -version number of local copy off.
V -version vector oflocal copy off.
S -replication vector off. M -marker vector of local copy off.
L -linear order vector off.
Output: "yes" if A is in the majority partition off, "no" otherwise. Method: First, compute E, the largest element orv, which is the value of the version number X at the lime when the previous partitioning occurred. If !he current X is greater than E, then A is obviously in fs majority partition because this copy has been updaLcd since last partitioning, so return "yes". Else, it must be the case that X = E. In this case, we need lo compute SeU,lhe set of unmarked sites that arc in the same partition as A, and Set2, lhe set of unmarked sileS that were most recently separated from A (Note lhat we consider only unmarked sites when computing Sen and Sel2). If the size of Set! is greater than that of Sea, then the partition that site A is in contains a majority copies of current copies off. Iherefore it constitutes a majority partition off, so retwn "yes". If bolh Setl and Sel2 have lhe same size, and lhere is a site in Setl that is higher inrs linear order lhan all siles in Sea, then lhe partition that site A is in is the majority partition of/. and "yes" is returned. In all oilier cases, the panilion is not the majority partition off, and "no" is returned. In addition to resolving the X's, V's and M's when merging two or more partitions, we should make all copies of each file f in these partitions identical to the latest version off in these partitions (some ideas on how to perfonn this task are discussed in [4D. If the resulting partition is not the majority partition off, we mark. those copies that had a version number less than lhe resolved version number so that lhey will not be counted as current copies when invoking ISMA-JORITY. If the resulting partition is a new majority partition off, we unmark all copies offin this partition because they are now current Finally, lhe old X's, the old V's, and the old M's of these copies are replaced by lhe resolved and modified new values. Procedure :MERGE in Fig. 5 performs all merge operations mentioned above.
Procedure MERGE (invoked at the site thai initiates a merge)
InpuJ: P I.PZ'....P" -partitions to be merged (each P; is a setaf site names).
Output: P -a partition which is the merger of PI,1'; At this moment, if site A invokes ISMAJORITY. then Set! will be set to {A} and Set2 will be set to {B,C}. !fB or C invokes ISMAJORITY, it will flnd that Set! = {B,C} and Set2 = {A}.
Thus partition Be constitutes a majority partition off Assume three more updates are performed on/before B is isolated from C. We have the following state. Consider the transaction processing in a bank. There are many user transactions that would just like to read the database values. In other words, the users like to get a view of a correct database state. When the network is partitioned, even if the most up-to-date view is not available, an earlier version may be acceptable. For example, if one calls a bank to find the balance in the account, the following answer may be acceptable: yOUf balance is this amount, however some checks may not have been processed. The cause of unprocessed checks may be the delays due to a failure of some part of the system or network partition. Of course, when the actually goes to withdraw the funds. the transaction becomes an update and could be rejected. Therefore, it is better to keep the balance as up-ta-date as possible by perfonning the update mentioned aOOve.
As discussed in [4] , the availability during network partitions can be increased using the correctñ ess criterion called "view serializabi/ily" for concurrency control where read-only transactions are treated differently than the update tIansactions.
Comparison with Previous Algorithms
We have presented an algorithm that provides a higher degree of availability than the algorithms proposed in [7, 11, 12, 13] . The major difference between our algorithm and the previous ideas is that our algorithm. Iffis the only replicated file in the DDB, this restriction might be acceptable because even if we allow partition A and partition C to merge, the new partition should not be allowed to update f anyway. As far as availability is concerned, we lose nothing. But availability will be lost if the DDB contains more than one replicated file. Let's suppose that another file g is also replicated at these three sites, but site C is higher than site Bing's linear order. Partition C will be the majority partition of g before the merge is attempted. If partition A is allowed to merge with partition C. g will be accessible again at site A. Sincefdoes not allow partition A and partition C to merge, we see that the availability of g is affected by the existence off.
When we consider a DDB with many replicated files. such restriction might become quite severe and unacceptable, as Example 4 illustrates. By using the marker vector M to distinguish the current copies. our aIgorilhm. is able to perform arbitrary merges while slill maintaining mutual consistency, thus providing a higher degree of availability than the previous four algorithms. Another drawback of [12, 13] is that they do not allow a site lo update its copy if lhis site does not belong to that file's majority partition. This restriction makes the alternative (allowing read-only accesses in non-majority partilion mentioned at the end of last section) less appealing.
S. Discussion
In our algorithm and the previous fOUf algorithms, high availability is achieved by avoiding the loss of the majority partitiOIl However, in some cases, the loss of majority partition is unavoidable. We say that a partitioning is simple if it splits a partition into exactly two partitions.
Otherwise. it is called a multiple partitioning. A multiple partitioning might cause a file inaccessible everywhere. as the partition graph in Fig. 7 illustrates. In the class of dynamic voting algorithms, no solution exists for such problem since when a site is isolated from the other two sites, it has no way to deteImine if the other two sites are still connected or separated. So. the worst assumption that the other two sites are still connected must be made. No partition will claim itself the majority partition. even if the second partitioning occurs long after the filSt one. We modify procedure PARTmON as follows to avoid such loss of majority partition.
In the procedure PARTITION, after the version vector Vi for each file Ii is updated, a call to ISMAJORITY is immediately made to check if this site is infj 's majority partition. Ifit is, the version number Xi is incremented by 1. A disadvantage of this scheme is that additional dummy updates might result. However, another flag can be used to indicate such an increase in version number and avoid dummy updates. With this modification, our algoritlun guarantees that there is always exactly one majority partition for each file at any given time if simple partitioning is the only type of partitioning in the system.
A reader might notice that, in OUf algorithm, if the majority panition is lost (due to the occurence of a multiple partitioning), the only way to reconstruct it back is by merging the sites from the latest majority partition, that is, the one before the majority partition is lost. Merges of other sites are allowed but cannot result in a new majority partition. In [5] we have suggested an alternative to allow the reconstruction of the majority partition as quickly as possible. using the notions of tie and threshold.
We have tried to achieve high availability by avoiding the loss of the majority partition. As mentioned in the introduction, high availability can also be achieved by following the second direction. that is. to keep the size of the majority partition above a threshold to prevent the majortty partition from getting too small (such an idea is examined in depth in [5] ). To see which method provides a higher availability than the other for a given partition history, we need to give the availability of a file a quantitative definition. Assume that a file / is replicated at n sites, and each copy of/has the same weight, that is, the probability of each copy of/being accessed is As an example, for the history in Fig. 1 , assuming the history starts at time 0, the first partitioning (ABCDE breaks into ABC and DE) occurs at time 2, the second partitioning (ABC breaks into AB and C) occurs at time 3, the first merging occurs at time 4, and the second merging (AB ----,mnerges-witlreDE)-occurs-anim:e"""'2O:-lflhelirSt meth""50("ABC and AB are majon1yfi;~s-;;u"'se;;;d'-,"lh"e'---------availability of/will be --I 
Sx20 -100
Therefore. the second method gives a higher availability than the first one for this specific history.
But if the first merging occurs at time 19 instead of at time 4, the availability of method 1 will still be the same, while the availability of method 2 will be
/ -100 -100
The first method works better in this case.
We are investigating a design of an efficient scheme that can adapt to changing environment (e.g. configuration of the netwOIk) by selecting appropriate algorithms to allow high availability.
The experiments in RAID system [ ] are attempting to answer the performance and feasibility questions.
